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L< rvin l1·. Hoffn.an and D. J. Zaffarano 
Infcrm.:.tion ccmcel'Ding r hotonuclear transformations may be obtained 
from the ztudy cf t he y:2rti cles ;vh:i.ch :: re emitted from nucJ.ei when 
irradL .lted with ~::hoto:r : ::; ., In order to add to the available infc·rmation 
on the emi tteC: ·p:;,·c'l.,::m::: ~ , lur.::i.;.:m:J r nd t a:tltnJ.um have been exposed to the 
bremsstrA.hlun(~ r·~r"i& t:!.on c1- t.Lc I ovro. Sk.t e CcJ J c. pE, <'.ynchrotron and the 
t:c<.clw of emitted particles h: V '' been re~orded· irr· · hc;>~r·-::caphic emulsions. 
For th i s investig~ ti'-'-1 1 x 3 inch ll:f ;;,/ . C--2 :·:: .. Cp 1 nclear emulsions 
v;ere exposed ir1 .r. e~'acue.ted camera yrovided with a thin window in each 
encl. through vini.c~ · -;_;:-;_ t:' be:~m pe;:;sed. Collimation waG obtained with two 
circular a pc:r·t.m· t:;_; in succession which gave a beaiP apprm:imately 1 em 
in d iameter & t !.;he c&mer·n. 
1'he emulsior.s were processed by a lcvr temperc:e ture methcd using an 
amidol O.evelcper. ~canning was d one with a 21X objective lens and 1 5X 
eye pieces. Each observed track ViaS chect:ed against f our selection 
cri t.er:!.c c.ncl for those · . ..,hich were ~&. tisfactory the ~)osition, depth ~~nd 
length 'He:.:ce recorded. The emulsions were exposed e.t 25°, 600, 900, 120e 
~~nd 155° t ::> the clirecticrl o:f the collimeted x-ra.y beam c-.tncl with maximum 
x-ray enel' gleu cf .<:5, 40 :::.nd 65 !Lev for aluminum and 25, 3t anC. 65 1\'iev 
for t c.nt&.lum. 
The track density in each plc,te was corrected for re1ative gecmetry 
;::md used as c:.n i:uJic[.tion of t he relative nUJnber of protons er:,itted at 
that o.ngle. In t.he case of te.nta1urn the angular d i s tribution thus 
obkined haf: bc,:-n plc;ttfo·d c:rr.ci corr:pared to the functi on I • ··A + B sine2 S. 
Usir.e t he bE, ;>t ;-:. t cf t.his function to t he exs;erimental points, (B/ A : 1. 7 
for :;'lr otcns frr:>rc, 0 - 19 11ev), B/ A = 8 for ~TGton~ from 1 6 .6 to 2~ l~ev 
and B/ii. ::e>efor ;_Jro'Lon::s frcm iJ27 to L._U i. 6V 6 l!'C'r alm:inum the function 
I : (sine psin e cos& )2 ,i:'lus a ccnsknt }'Ortion was fitted to the 
experiment-bl ;::>cints. The consk.nt porticn cwprised the entire group 
for ·che 25 l\Jev 8>posure whHe ior the L:.O l:cv cz:postu'e p = Oo7±0.l 
anc :lor the 65l.\6v exposure p-: ~.6 ! C'.2~ 
From the known r r:::.nge - ener[y r el a 'i:.i(•n 1 01' protons in emulsion the 
energy di;:;tribut:i. cn cf' emi tted protons has been deterr::ined. These 
e:xped_r.,ent.al ·poi:,ts t s:ve ;~· een plott eC: r nci. in the co.s e of low energy 
1-rotons ':.her e T1 0 :i.nt2:CVcllil1g nbsr;:r•ber wa::; used , the d:!.s tribution pre-
dicted b;y tL<; .::t::: ~ j_stical theory cf photonucl€o.r r eactions ha r; been 
superimpc·sed. fn' 6:-luminwn t he t hec.retical cm~ve fit s t he expe:.rir::ental 
;>oir,t s oui t e v;ell when norma1izeo to &nclose the s ame a.rea . Since the fit 
we. s not t:,; occ~ fm· tm1t c.;lum, the theoretical· ctiTve hc s been plotted t~'rice. 
·--------~-~ 
1Thir.; :c·eport i:.; ba -:ed on a Ph.Do thesis by l.arvin Boffr.;c:.._n submitted 
A11gu.s ~ , 1S1 52 ~ 
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In one case it has been normalized to enclose the srurearea as the exper-
imental pointsJ while in the other it has been normalized so that the 
leading edge approximately fits the experimental points. For higher 
energy protons observed behind absorbers the relative number of observed 
protons has been plott~ against the corrected proton energy. The 
observed number of protons was found to decrease with i ncreasing proton 
energy as E-6.5 for protons from 19 to 28 Mev, as E-7.5 for protons 
from 27 to 40 Mev from tantalum, and as E~6 for protons from 16 to 28.5 
Mev, as E-7 for protons from 27 to 43 Mev from aluminum. 
From the calculated geometry in which the emulsions were exposed 
and the observed track densit~ the following yield points were deter-
mined. The value of (p/mole Al) to (n/mole cu63) for aluminum was found 
to be 0.30.!" 0.02 for irradiation at 25 Mev, 0.034~ 0.002 for irradiation 
at 40 Mev and Oo0084± Oo0010 for irradiation at 65 Mev. For tantalum 
the value of (p/mole Ta) to (n/mole eu63) was found to be 0.062.:t 0.006 
for irradiation at 25 Mev, 0.0062.t 0.0005 for irradiation at 38 Mev and 
0.0045 .:t0.0004 for irradiation at 65 Mev. 
~ 
II. INTRODUCTION 
The study of those nuclear reactions which occur as a result of 
.x-ray irradiation has been greatly facilitated by the increasing avail-
ability. of high energy betatrons and synchrotrons. On occasion radio-
activity may be induced in irradiated nuclei and in these cases it is 
possible to conclude that either a new element . or an isotope of the 
bombarded nucleus has been formed. Since the nature of the radiation 
from many unstable nuclei is well known, a study of the type and energy 
of the emitted particles and the period of radioactive decay will 
usually suffice to determine which nucleus has been formed. In all 
cases the new nucleus is found to be the old nucleus with one or more 
neutrons and/or protons removedo The exact process whereby nuclei are 
transformed to different nuclei upon being exposed to x-rays has com~ 
manded considerable attention from those interested in nuclear physics. 
Some information concerning these transformations, commonly called 
photonuclear reactions, may be gained by studying the induced radio~ 
activity. However , the new or product nucleus is often stable, so 
information of this type is not available. In any case, the particles 
which are emitted from the nucleus may be a valuable and more direct 
source of information regarding the photonuclear process. 
In a paper published 1940 Weisskopf and Ewing (1) discussed the 
statistical theory of nuclear reactions and made calculations of cross 
sections and energy spectra of emitted particles for some specific 
cases. According to the statistical method a nucleus may be raised to 
a compound state by receiving energy from an incident particle. It 
is then assumed that one or more nucleons will be emitted in a purely 
statistical manner, i. e., "boiled off" from the compound nucleus o 
A few years later measurements showed that the proton to neutron 
ratio among the nucleons emitted by photonuclear processes was much 
Q 
". 
0 
I. • 
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larger than that expected from a statistical mcdel. Subseauent studies 
of the energy c'~istribution of the protons from photnuclear reacticns 
are not in agreement dth those predicted by t:tis statistical model 
but he.ve an excess at hi r:;her energies. Also, these studies have 5hoVJn 
t h t U e more energetice protons are not emitted in a purely random 
dir-ection, but show a preference for some particular &ngle to the 
dil'ection of' the incident photon. This preferred angle rnE,y vary VIi th 
different nuclei. CoUI·: .nt (2, 3) bas carried out tbeoretical work on 
direct pbotociisintegrc..tion procBss in nuclei l'Jhich predicts that a 
direct prccc <-iS could accour.t for a group of higb er:EJrfy protons having 
a sine S(·uarecl distribution about the directi on of the incident photon. 
While the v;ork of Courant d oes net :·1-::curately predict the expo :1: t rkJ 
results obtained from lif,;'ht nuclei~ in heavy nuclei t he ane;ular distri .. 
bution of er.1ittcd protons Deems to be as predicted e.r .d the obscl'' c;ci. 
energy spectra ure in f air G§.Teement. Extensive and reliAble infor-
mation on these two pcintt:; SE:U s d.8:--J.r ~ble j_f one is to understand the 
processes involv.:: d in photonucl~:·U' T<'J.cticns . 
In orde:r to add to the <=- ~~ :"i..JvJ 1. e infomation on the angular dis-
tribution of the emitted prctcns, t~J1.m:i.mm; tend tantalum have beeen 
exposed to the bremsr~trcchll ' ni.": radj.e.t.ion of' t.be loY;a State College 
synchrotron and the trcv:.' i-: ·. of emitted protons have been recorded in 
photographic emulsior;,4. 'rhese two nuclei are ,,iwilar in as much as 
they have onJ.y one L .turally occurring isotope u.nd are ~d~even nuclei; 
however, thE-~ dii'ir:::r widely in t.ass , For alUL'inum Z :: 13, N a; 14~ 
A g> 27 and fer· te:..ntt:~lum Z :: ?3, N .:: 108 3 A ~.~ 181. Thus we can compare 
the aneular ctLJt.ri'tuticns of protons produced under comparable experi-
mental conditionG and coming from nuclei similar except for the extreme 
mass difference, _ 
In the following investigation a nuclear plate camera was con-
structed which held the emulsions :mel target mc:,tr.:-·ie:, l in position in 
an evacut=>. ted ch<;r,iber during the ir:cc,diation. TI.w ;'osition of the 
emulsions with re spec:t to the t&~"~:·et foil cnci x-'l'llY be to.m was such 
that the rol~:..ti ve track density i!J es d1 emuls :1.. on was a direct measure 
of the rcl;::tive number oi protonD eJ<d.tted in a r-articular direction . 
Also 9 from the tre. e:k lengths in the enm.lsions the energy spectra of the 
emit ted p:.:·ot ens h::;'c he~:n det~;rr' :i.ned e. no cornf·Hred to the theoretical 
disti'ibution cf ~-re~_,· skcpf Pnd ?.>aing (1) " The ongular distri;qution 
of pr·otons is of po.ri::lcular interest :~n this work since it may indicate 
the enerry re ~:ions t>ver wh1 ch the st:"ti::;tical model may be uoed ~ and 
may suggest acco:pt.:!bl e models fer other regions , 
There is 1-;o aBsm·ane:e th:,,t all of the trz::.cko v;ere produced by 
protons since deutercns \"lCUld p!'OclUC8 tracks indistinguishable from 
proton trncks. I t Las bP-8!.1 ass.ucf"d tha t. a.ll a cceptable tracks wore 
produceU. ty protons . 
/ 
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IIIo REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The description of nuclear processes by the use· of statistical 
methods has been considered since about 1937 (4)o The previously 
mentioned article by Weisskopf and Ewing (1) describes these methods 
in considerable detail. According to the statistical theory a nuclear 
reaction is considered to consist of two independent stepso First a 
bombarding particle or photon~0(9 interacts with a nucleus , x~ leaving 
it in a compound stateo This assumes that (X exchanges its energy with 
X and in case ~is a particle it loses its identity completely and 
becomes a nucleon in the compound nucleus~ X+~ o The decay of 
X + rA to a residual nucleus~ ¥ 9 and an emit ted particle, ~ , is consid-
ered as the second and an inuependent step in the nuclear reactiono 
The cross section for this reaction is~ 
(1) 
Here r:G..(6) is the cross section for the formation of the compound 
nucleus and 'f)p(E) is the relative probability that the particlell (3 3 
is emittedo The energy of the bombarding particle is represented 
by~ and the energy level of the compound nucleus by f:.. Furthermore~ 
~(~) is represented as the product of two factors)) &C~) 1 the 
cross section for reaching the surface of the nucleus and.fr:A. J> the 
probability that there will be an interchange of energy w~th the nucleons 
to form a compound nucleuso For bombardment with neutrons, ~~(~) , 
is near 7T R2 of the nucleus if Z( is much smaller than the nuclear 
radius» R» and increases to 7T 7)..~ for ~ )) Ro In the case of 
charged particles $x,(E-) is much smaller since the probability of 
penetrating the coulomb barrier is a deterring factoro For the case 
with which the following work will be primarily concerned~ io eo~ 
irradiation with x-rays below 60 Mev~ 3( is never small compared to 
Ro Using the assumption that the decay of the compound nucleus is 
independent of the manner of formation, '?~tis given byg 
(2) Y?~ = "%!>' r;. 
Here T;; is the emission probability of (3 by the compound nucleus and 
the sum ~ti' is taken over all particlea which ~an be emittedo The 
emission probabilities can be written asg 
r;; == ~(E-%(e) (J) 
E is the energy of excitation9 E~ is the threshold energy for emission 
of (.3 and W(E) is the energy le vel density of the compound nucleuso 
The functions ~(E~E~) are ratios between the radiation width (~)( 1\ ) 
and the energy level separation in the compound nucleuso Weisskopf 
and Ewing (1) have calculated these functions and from them the relative 
energy distribution of protons and neutrons o 
.. 
, ... 9.~ 
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(4) 
VJRrepresents the energy level density in the residual nucleus. 
Using this formula a plot of intensi ty vers~s energy of emitted protons 
with a maximum nuclear excitation energy of 25 Mev is shown in Figure 
lo From the experimental data of Hirzel and Waffler (5 9 6) the rela-
tive number of neutrons and protons were found to disagree with the 
calculated values of Weiss,kopf and Ewing. !3Y bombarding rr.edium weight 
nuclei with 17.2 Mev gamma-rays from the Li7 (p.(t') Be8 reaction, they 
found values for the ratio rr ( 't' ,p)/ rr ( ~ ,n) which were in sane 
cases as much as 1000 times higher than expected from the statistical 
theoryo 
.In the calcl(:+.at,~ons of Weisskopf and Ewing, 
I . ; : ... ' i (o.E)k.. 
WR. (E) == C e (5) 
was take~ to represent the energy level density of the residual nuclius. 
Here ca. is a constant dependent on .the atomic weighto a. :::: A/5 (Mev)-
seemed to represent the variation of level density with atomic weight. 
For similar A, the level density is assumed to be higher for the less 
stable nuclei. Thus if CJoJd~even ~ 0.2 (Mev)~l for nuclei having 
odd Z and even N, then C even=ev·en< C odd~e'\1en:c&::C even= odd < C cxid-odd. 
In 1948 L. I. Schiff (7, $) suggested th~t the effective level densities 
in the residual nucleus increase only as a small power of the excitation 
energy rather than exponentially as assumed by Weisskopf. This would 
shift the spectra of emitted nucleons toward higher energies and 
would increase t he calculated ratio r:r ( t ~p)/ rr ( 't ,n) since the 
coulomb barrier would theri be less effective in decreasing the total 
o-('t',p). 
Later in the same ye~r Courant (2) and Jensen {9) proposed a 
different process for the emission of protons ,·~ gammaa:mys which 
did not involve a compound nucleuso They post~ated a photoelectric 
process in which the photon interacts directly with a proton giving 
it enough energy to be emitted from the nucleus which is never excited 
to a compound state. Later Courant (3) also showed that by this 
process the omitted protons should be highly asymmetric, having a 
sine squared distribution about the direction of the incident photons. 
A sine squared distribution arises from assuming purely dipole trans-
itions as appears to be nearly true from the work of Levinger and 
Bethe (10). Although the cross secti on for this direct process may 
be only a few per cent of the cross section for the formation of a 
compound nucleus, it is sufficient to account for the excess number 
of protons from photonuclear reactions. It may be possible to Qbserve 
an angular preference in nucleons emitted from a compound nucleus 
(11). Price and Kerst (12) observed an isotropic distribution of 
neutrons from photonuclear reactions while others (13~20) have found 
-10- ISC-291 
40 NORMALIZED PROTON DISTRIBUTION 
A,... ~'• •1.5 8-r. •1.3 hVmox• 25 Mev. 
ENERGY OF PROTONS (Mev) 
Figure 1. Energy Spectrum of Protons Emitted from Tantalum 
Nuclei Exposed in 25 Mev Bremsstrahlung Radiation. 
(Calculated from the statistical theory of photo-
nuclear reactions) 
-11= 
asymnetric distribuo:.:.ions of high ener·gy photoprotons In view o:f' 
these results~ a combination cf th::> statistical process v.tdc:h accounts 
for the emission of most of the "-'leutrons and the isotropically dis-
tributed protons, and of the direct interaction model which accounts 
for the anisotropic proton group seems highly feasit J_ . 
It should be pointed out that the direct intera.ct.ii:nn theory of 
Gourl:illt will ap.ply to neut ron <:.S well as to proton ernL:. ;::i"n since the 
neutron has an effective che.:egf'. An a:ngular distribution of high 
energy neutro~1s ha.s i:!1 fact been observed by Poss (:21) . Calculations 
have been made by Le Couteur {:22.) using Weisskopf ~ s method and giving 
detailed consideration t0 the competition between the emission of 
protons P neutro!lS 9 deuterons~ tritons and a~pha~particles" His 
calculated values for the energy distribution of evaporated particles 
compare well with experimental data obtained from nuclear disintegra= 
tions caused ty cosmic rayse The experimental results obtained by 
several investigators of photonuclear reactions in the nedium and l: eavy 
elements appear to be exp1ained .fairly well by the theoretical YJ ork 
of Weisskopf and Ewing (~.) and Courant (2 9 3) o An understanding of 
their work is esnential in the evaluation of the results obtained from 
the following investigation of tantalu.'Il. 
Aluminum with A ~oo 27 :is more representat i ve of the lif;ht nuclei 
and upon photon bombardment it cannot. be expected to give results 
similar to those obtained with heavy nuclei. Diven and Almy (15) 
used photograph;..c cr:'.>.lsions to record the protons produced by born~ 
barding alundnvn; v.it.h bremsstrahlung having a maximum energy near 
20 Mev c They , .md these p!'OT.c:ns to have approximately the energy 
distri.oution f• .. ::edicted by the statisticnl mcdel and no apparent angular 
asyJiunetry. In 1952 Keck (20) measured t:r.e protons emitted f rom aluminum 
exposed to 300 Mev bremsstrahlung radiation. The neasured proton 
spectrum showed a considerable excess ,:;, t, high energies and a hi [~hly 
asy::: r;·e+x · ·:· .• i c:+-· q ,,,t i.on favoring the forward direct ion . Both of t hese 
experiments are of extre!r..•9 interest in this investigation of aluminum 
since they ::ovex energy r'angos on either side of the one being in'vesti-
gated~ The angular distribution o.f pr·oto:ns as measured by Keck i s not 
predicted by the statistical theor;sr nor ty the direct interaction 
theory of Courant o In a paper by Levinger (:23) putlished i n 1951 on 
the high energy nuclear photo effect;, he used a deuteron rr.odel for the 
nucleus and calculated theoretical cross sections and angular dis~ 
tribut ions for high energy ( "(' $p) reactions .. The experimental data 
of Keck is in fair agreement with Levinger 1 s calculations 9 and the l L',_;:;r. 
present investigation should serve to further test the validity of the 
theoretical calculations of Levingera 
In any work in \7hich one desires to find energy spectra or maxir: um 
energy values by rreasuring track lenp;ths in emulsions p it is essential 
that the relatir•:J. betv1een track length and particle energy be knovm o 
Rot blat (:24~ 25·) ~ using an 8 I.;ev deuteron beam and the known relation 
between the energy of a disintegration par ticle and the angle of its 
emission, has measured the rm:.ge·, C-nergy relation for protons in dry 
-12.., 
Ilford C-2 emulsions up to 15 Mev. Measurements of the r ange-energy 
relationship of protons in emulsions have been made by Lattes, Fowler 
and Cuer (26) and Catala and Gibson (27) which compare favorably with 
those of Rotblat. The ranges of protons up to 40 Mev in dry emulsions 
have been published by Bradner and others (28). These data along with 
that of Rotblat have been used to plot the range-energy curve used for 
this work. The curve has been extrapolated to an energy of 55 Mev 
using the relationE {Mev) = 0.251 R(JA) 0.581. 
IV e INSTRUMENTS 
Synchrotron 
Bremsstrahlung radiat ion from the Iowa State College synchrotron 
(Figure 2) was used in exposing all emulsions. The x-ray distribution 
from this machine is approximately given by the formula of Schiff (29) 
and has a maximum possible photon energy of 68~5 Mev. In order to 
facilitate the scanning of the plates the emitted protons were divided 
into three roughly equal portions. The lower energy limit of each 
group was determined by a thickness of copper absorber through which 
the protons passed before entering the emulsion. The upper limit 
was set by the maximum photon energy minus the threshold energy for 
proton emission. Thus it was necessary to run the synchrotron at 
three different maximum energies. The maximum photon energy is equal 
to the energy of the accelerated electrons which is dependent upon 
the length of time they remain in the synchrotron orbit. For each 
irradiation t he magnet secondary current and the R-F acceleration 
time was recorded and from these the maximum energy was read from 
prepared charts. The beam intensity of each irradiation was monitored 
by an ionization chamber and plotted by a recording milliammeter. 
In addition, the x-ray beam after being collimated was allowed to 
penetrate a 10 mil sheet of tantalum metal and the induced 8.0 hr 
activity due to the Tal81 {'I' 11 n) Tal80 reaction was measured. 
Collimator~ Shield and Magnet 
The synchrotron beam was defined by a 7/32 inch hole through 4 
inches of lead. This collimator was placed 26 inches from the x~ray 
source and 30 inches in front of the camer a. The collimator was sup-
ported on adjusting screw in order t hat i t might easily be set to 
the pr oper height and angle. The ent ire assembly was fastened to 
a rigid base with well fitted cap screws so that it could be removed 
and returned to the same position t hus eli minating the necessity for 
frequent readjustment. To further define the beam a second lead 
col l i mator 2 inches thick and havi ng a hole t i nch i n diameter~ slight l y 
larger than the x-ray beam as def i ned by the forward collimator$ was 
placed directly in front of t he camera. The int ervening space of 
.. 
" 
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Figure 2. Schematic Representation of Iowa State College 
Synchrotron. 
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28 inches was occupied by 16 inches of lead shielding (Figure 3) and 
an electromagnet 12 inches in diametera Both the shield and electro-
magnet were designed for a different experiment which was in progress 
and were not too well adapted to this work since they necessitated 
a greater than desirable distance from x-ray source to camera. The 
shield was constructed of lead bricks with a square hole one inch on 
a side through which the collimated beam passedo The electromagnet 
was designed for an electron positron pair spectrometer and gave a 
vertical field of about 4000 gauss. This served to deflact electrons 
away from the emulsions~ thus reducing the background darkening. 
Camera 
A nuclear plate camera (Figures 4~5~6) was built which consisted 
of three identical sections~ each designed to hold target material 
and three nuclear emulsions in a fixed geometry during the irradiation. 
The target material, in the form of a metal foil, was held fio that the 
beam would strike it at an angle of 450 to the normal to the foil 
surface. The nuclear plates were placed such that the normal to 
their surfaces through the center of the plates was in the plane 
described by the axis of the beam and the normal to the target foil. 
Furthermore the center point of each plate was on the circumference 
of a circle centered about the point of intersection of the beam axis 
and the target foilo Their positions on the circle were 25°, 600 
and 90° from the direction of the beam axiso A line from the point 
of intersection of the beam axis and target foil to the center of the 
plate made an angle of 810 with the normal to the plate surface. 
The plates rested against two small brass shoes and were secured in 
position b,y phosphor-bronze clipso A copper absorber was placed 
between the target foil and the emulsions in such a position that any 
proton entering the emulsion in a direction satisfying the selection 
criteria first penetrated the absorbero Furthermore~ if the selec-
tion criteria were satisfied the path of the proton through the ab~ 
sorber must have been nearly normal to the absorber surfaceo A piece 
of brass pipe 7 inches in diameter into which the camera sections were 
inserted served as a cover. The pipe was closed at one end and was 
provided with brass ways so that the camera sections could be slid 
into this cover in only one orientationo The other end was fitted 
with a gasket and covered by a brass plate held in position by three 
wing nuts. This cover served as a light shield for the emulsions and 
it was also airtight so that the camera could be evacuated during the 
irradiationso A valve through which air could be pumped from the camera 
was placed in the removable end of the brass cover. . 
Since the beam was to pass through the camera along the axis 
of the cylindrical cover.~~ thin windows were provided in either end 
through which the beam would passo The entrance window was of beryllium 
foil 3 mils thick and 1 inch in diameter while the exit window was 
of aluminum foil 5 mils thick and li inches in diametero During 
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Figure 6~ Nuclear Plate camera. 
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the irradiations the camera was held in a cradle mounted on four 
positioning screws which were used as height adjustment. 
Emulsion Processing Equipment 
Due to the thickness (500)A) of the photographic emulsions used 
in the investigation, special processing techniques were required to 
insure complete and uniform development. During a large portion of 
processing refrigeration was required. For this an ice bath was used 
which consisted of a 19 x 23 x 12 inch water tight box made of wood. 
The box was provided with a flange around the top which would hold a 
15. inch porcelainized developing tray and allow the bottom of the tray 
·· to extend about 2 inches below the top of the box. All the developing 
trays used were standard ~ark room equipment. During the fixing 
process the solutions were agitated by placing the tray containing 
emulsions and solution on a mechanical rocker which tilted the tray 
right and left about once a second. 
Microscope 
All of the emulsions were scanned with a Cook binocular microscope 
with a 2lX objective lens having a working distance of 8 mm. The work 
was done with 15 power wide field eyepieces~ one of which was fitted 
with a reticle which was in focus with the focal plane of the objective. 
The microscope was equipped with a precision ground micrometer screw 
stage calibrated in 10~ intervals. The calibrated stage was used to 
calibrate the reticle which in turn was used to measure all track lengths. 
v . · .u:rEI.uAls. 
Nuclear Emulsions 
The emulsions (often called plates) were made by llford Ltd. of 
London~ England. Ilford photographic emulsions type C-2 seemed most 
desirable since they record protons up to 50 Mev and give good dis-
crimination between particles of low· energyo The emulsion material 
is placed on glass backing and adheres to the glass during the pro-
cessing and scanning. A rather standard size plate of 1 x 3 inches 
was used and all but two of t~e emulsions exposed were 500~thick. 
In one exposure, due to a delay in receiving new 500~plates from 
England, two 400~ plates were used. 
Emulsion Processing Chemicals 
Due to the thickness and composition of the em~sions special 
processing materials were desirable. Developing solution prepared 
by the following formula gave good results in all cases. 
1000 cc 
18 g 
0.8 g 
5.5 g 
-20..., 
Distilled Water 
Sodium Sulfite (anhydrous) 
Potassium Bromide 
Amidol (2~ 4 Diaminophenol Dihydrochloride) 
(Filter solution before useo) 
A very concentrated fixing solution gave best rewults. This is 
not surprising considering that 8lo5 per cent of the emulsion qy 
weight is silver bromide. Fixing solution was prepared by the formula 
given belowo 
1000 cc 
400 g 
7. 5 g 
7.0 g 
Distilled Water 
Sodium Thiosulfite (C. Po) 
Sodium Bisulfite 
Ammonium Chloride 
(Filter solution before use.) 
VI. PROCEDURE 
Alignment of Collimator and Camera 
A well collimated x-ray beam was of primary importance for the 
ewperiment . The beam was required to pass through two camera sections 
in addition to the entrance and exit windowso The openings in the 
camera sections and the entrance window were 1 inch in diameter while 
the exit window was It inches in diameter. Thus any x=rays not in 
a small well defined beam would not have passed through these apertures. 
If x~rays had been allowed to strike any obstruction in the camera~ 
the recoil electrons and electron positron pairs produced would have 
been a source -of background darkening in any nearby emulsions. Although 
the type C-2 emulsions are not sufficiently sensitive to record election 
tracks, slow electrons will often sensitize a few grains so that on 
prolonged exposure to electrons the emulsions become darkened. 
The protons produced by photonuclear reactions when stray x-rays 
strike the camera present an even more serious problem. The selection 
criteria for acceptable tracks (discussed in the section on scanning 
procedure) should not be satisfied by the majority of these protons. 
However~ the importance of good collimation may be pointed out by 
considering the possible effect on a measured angular distribution 
due to a portion of the beam striking brass very near one of the 
emulsions even though no more than one per cent of the protons thus 
produced satisfy the selection criteria . 
Bw exposing large sheets of x-ray film in the bremsstrahlung 
radiation at about 3 meters and 10 em from the synchrotron target the 
approximate axis of the x-ray beam could be determined. The shield 
previously described provided 16 inches of lead between the camera 
and the x~ray source. A 1 x 1 inch hole through the shield coincident 
with the beam axis provided for passage of the collimated beam. The 
lead collimator was placed directly in front of the shield in such 
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a position that the beam axis passed through the 7/32 inch collimating 
aperture. A heavy cord stretched along the beam axis as determined 
by the x-ray photographs was used to position the eamera. After 
being initially positioned in this manner, x-ray pictures of the col-
limated beam were taken at the entrance and exit windows of the camera. 
Since the collimated beam was not as sharply defined as one might 
wish~ the collimator was systematically tilted in all possible directions . 
and a picture of the beam was taken at each position. The results 
of this process seemed to indicate that with the best possible col-
limator position, the beam was very well defined along one edge~ the 
left edge as one looks along the beam axis~ but under no circumstances 
could the right hand edge be made to have a sharp boundary. An explana-
tion of this may be found in the x-ray source. As the electrons in 
the synchrotron reach the end of their acceleration period they spiral 
inward and strike a small piece of tungsten near the inner wall of the 
donut. The area of this target which the electrons strike then serves 
a s a source of x-rays. The extension of the source is sharply defined 
on one side by the edge of the target but not so on the other. If 
one assumes that both the number and energy of electrons striking 
the target per unit area decreases gradually as the distance from the 
edge increases, it can be seen that this would serve as an extended 
and nonuniform source. It is then impossible to realize a well col-
limated x-ray bean using only one collimating apertureo 
To overcome this difficulty a second collimator was placed 28 
inches behind the first and immediately in front of the camera. The 
second collimator had a t inch circular aperture which was slightly 
larger than necessary at that point since the beam diverged from the 
first collimator at an angle of 25 minutes. This give a beam diameter 
of 0.405 inches at the entrance window and 0.606 inches at the exit 
window. For final alignment the second collimator was positioned 
such that photographs showed that the main portion of the beam passed 
through without striking the sides of the aperture. Similarly the 
camera was positioned until x-ray photographs sh~ved that the beam 
passed through the center of both the entrance and exit windows. X-ray 
photographs were also taken inside the camera showing clearly that 
t he beam passed a safe distance from the absorber~ and also showing 
the area of the target foil which was intersected by the beam. 
Exposure of Emulsions 
In advance of each irradiation the absorbers previously discussed 
were prepared and inserted into the camera sections. The absorber thick-
ness used in each exposure depended upon the energy range to be investi-
gated. If, for example, an absorber was being prepared for the highest 
energy group of protons from aluminum the following calculations would 
be made. The threshold energy for the Al27 ( t ~p) Mg26 reaction is 
approximately 8,29 Mev~ Assuming the maximum photon energy from the 
s'ynchrotron to be 65 Mev the maximum energy an emitted proton could 
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possibly have would be 56a71 Mevo The emulsions as used in the experi-
ment are capable of stopping a 25 Mev proton so the absorber was designed 
to pass no protons with a residual energy of more than 25 Mevo From 
the range-energy calculation described in the following section it 
was determined that 1200 mg cm=2 of copper would be sufficient to 
insure that no protons would pass through the emulsion without being 
stopped. A few protons~ however~ were found to enter the emulsion 
at a rather steep angle and hence were not stoppeda In these cases 
the range in emulsion was recorded and notation was made so that the 
total number of protons not stopped in the emulsion would be knowno 
The absorbers were made of 50 mil copper stock which was rolled 
to the desired thickness 9 bent along an arc of a circle and then 
inserted between the emulsions and target material in the camera 
sections. 
The thickness of the target foil used in each irradiation was 
also dependent on the particular energy range being considereda A 
thick target foil was desirable since this would increase the number 
of emitted protons for a given irradiation timeo On the other hand 
the uncertainty in the measured energy of any proton is proportional 
to the target foil thicknesso As a compromise the foil thickness 
for each run was chosen so that the uncertainty in energy due to half 
of the foil thickness near the low energy end of each group was in 
the neighborhood of 5 per centa The energy lost in tranversing half 
of the target foil was added to the measured energy of each proton. 
Then the uncertainty could be taken as plus or minus the energy lost 
in half the foil thicknesso 
The angle between a line from the center of the target foil to 
the center of each emulsidn and the tangent to the surface of that 
emulsion will henceforth be referred to as the dip anglea It is quite 
important that this angle beknow:t1t.for each emulsion since it is a 
factor in the camera geometry which will be discussed latera The camera 
construction was such .that this angle could easily be adjusted between 
5 and 20 degrees. A small platform of plywood fitted with screws which 
held the earner section securely in a convenient position was used to 
facilitate adjustment or measurement of the dip angle of each emulsion. 
With the aid of this device repeated measurements of any dip angle 
differed by less than t of one degree. 
The following routine for loading the camera seemed to be quite 
satisfactory and was used throught the experimehta All camera parts 
were arranged in the dark room in a systematic fashiono Marking the 
emulsions and loading the camera were done in total darkness. In 
loading the camera all the plates were first removed from the box 
and placed in position in the camera sections. In the second step 
the plates were removed one by one from their respective positions 
in the camera section» marked with a small punch and returned to their 
original positionso Since it is conceivable that a plate might be 
placed in the camera with the emulsion side facing in the wrong direction 
this was checked very carefully after the plates were marked. The 
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mark placed on each plate indicated both the conditions under which it 
was exposed~ : i. e., target material and synchrotron energy~ and its 
position in the camera. All plates were then fastened securely in 
place with small phosphor-bronze clips. The camera sections were then 
inserted into the cover and the end plate was replaced. 
Immediately before beginning the irradiation the camera was 
evacuated to 17 mm of mercury with a mechanical pump. The camera 
was then placed in position for the irradiation. The tantalum moni-
oring foil previously discussed was placed in a prepared holder just 
in front of the camera. During the irradiation the electromagnet des-
cribed in the equipment section was operated at 3 amperes or at a fiel& 
of about 4000 gauss. This field would prevent nearly all electrons 
originating at the first collimator from passing through the second 
collimating aperature. 
The length of irradiation waa dependent upon two factorsg (1) 
Time required to obtain a satisfactory track density in the emulsions. 
(2) Time plate could be exposed without excessively high background. 
In all cases except the low energy irradiation of aluminum the back-
ground proved to be the deciding factor. Electrons produced in the 
target foil were the chief source of background. Due to the difficulty 
in scanning caused b,y excessive background the desirable high track 
density was sacrificed in favor of some reasonable compromise. The 
plates exposed with a tantalum target and at high energies gave the 
most trouble due to the many electron positron pairs produced under 
these conditions. In all cases the emulsion nearest the beam in the 
forward direction had the most background. 
As soon as the irradiation had been terminated~ air was readmitted 
to the camera and the emulsions were removed to a satisfactory container 
to await processing. 
Plate Processing 
All the emulsions were processed by a low temperature method which 
gave excellent results. The processing method was essentially the same 
as one used at the Naval Research Laboraiory; NucJeanics Division (30). 
The composition of the processing solutions previously discussed was 
the same as reported except for the amount of amidol in the developer. 
This was changed from 4.5 g to 5.5 g because heavier development seemed 
to be desirable. The concentration of the stop bath was also changed 
from 1 per cent to .2 per cent acetic acid. 
Listed below are the steps involved in the processing. The · 
times given are those belived to give best results with 500~ plates. 
The fixation time may vary considerably since the rate at which the 
emulsions clear depends upon temperature and the type of agitation used. 
Presoaking (distilled water) .230 to 5°0. 120 min 
Penetration of cold developer S0 1.20 min 
Warm~ dry development .230 .20 min 
Dry cooling .230 to so S min 
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Acid stop (2% acetic acid) 5° 100 min 
Remove surface deposit 
Fixation 
Clearing 5° 24-36 hrs 
Diluted hypo 5° to 21° 24-36 hrs 
1vash in running water 21° 36 hrs 
Glycerin solution (5%) 21° 120 min 
Drying (R. H. 100% to 50%) 21° 7 days 
The plates were placed in a tray of distilled water at room tempera-
ture to presoako The tray "\vas then placed in the ice bath which cooled 
the tray and contents to near 5°C. The developing solution was cooled 
in the ice bath before using so a t the end of the presoaking period, the 
water "\vas replaced .by developer at 5°C. During the 120 minutes which 
the emulsions spent in the cold developer, they became thoroughly impreg-
nated qy the developing chemicals. t the end of this period the plates 
were removed from the developer, excess solution was removed from their 
surfaces qy ,,lf.ping or a quick rinse in water and they were then placed 
on a brass plate at about 23°C. The heat capacity of the brass plate 
was sufficiently large that its t!,:!mperature was.hot changed noticeably 
by warming the emulsions. During this warm period the emulsions were 
developed by the chemicals with which they had been impregnated. To 
recool the emulsions, the brass plate on which they were lying "\vas placed 
in a developing tray containing just enough water to make a good thermal 
contact between the brass and tray. The tray 1vas then placed in the ice 
bath until the emulsions 1-uere near 5°C. They were then placed in a 2 per 
cent solution of acetic acid, also at 5°C. 
A thin film of developed silver seemed to form on the a1rface of the 
emulsions during development which was an inconvenience to scanning if 
not removed. This was removed by wiping the surface of the emulsion ~dth 
a smdll cloth while it was in the acid solution. After being removed 
from the acetic acid solution the emulsions were placed in cold hypo solu-
tion. They remained in the cold solution without agitation until cleared. 
During the 36 hours required for the plates to clear, the hypo was changed 
about every 12 hours. The amount of hypo used and the frequency of changes 
was dependent upon the number of emulsions being developed. At the end 
of the clearing period fresh hypo was mixed with an equal part of water 
and the emulsions were placed in this diluted solution for an additional 
36 hours. Care was taken that the plates were always placed in the trays 
with the emulsion side up. 
After fixation the plates were washed for 36 hours in running Hater, 
then placed in a 5 per cent glycerin solution for 2 hours. The glycerin 
was used in an attempt to prevent the emulsion from peeling off of the 
glass backing during the drying period. The emulsions were then dried 
sloHly. The speed of drying was controlled by placing the emulsions in 
a deep covered tray and raising the cover slightly. The drying time in 
all cases was between S and 7 days. 
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Scanning 
After the processing and drying of the emulsions were completed 
they were checked under the microscope on several points before data 
were taken from them. First, the random grain size and density were 
checked. A grain size of about l)U in diameter indicates that the degree 
of development is satisfactory~ The random grain density or background 
must not be too high since this reduces the accuracy and speed of 
scanning. The bottom of the emulsion near the glass backing was then 
checked to see that the grain boundary was sharp thus indicating that 
the full depth of the emulsion had been well developed. 
If the plate was satisfactory in these respects the scanning 
process was begun. Each time data were taken from a plate the shrink-
age factor of the emulsion was determined" To do this the depth of 
the emulsion was measured by reading from the microscope the distance 
from one surface of the emulsion to the other. The shrinkage factor 
was taken as the ratio of the original depth (500~ ) to the measured 
depth after processing. The thickness of the unprocessed emulsions 
was measured on three occasions and found to differ from 500~ by not 
more than 15 p o 
Care was taken to insure that any area in any plate could be 
relocated at any time and that corresponding areas in each plate were 
scanned. To relocate a given area in a plate one must be able to 
place the plate on the microscope stage in the identical position which 
it formerly occupied. To do this a plate bearing identifYing markings 
was used. The stage indices were placed at convenient settings and 
the plate was then positioned on the stage until the identifying markings 
were centerea in the field of view. This» in effect» placed the plate 
holder in a position to which it could be returned at any time~ 
To insure that no portion of the emulsion would be missed by 
the scanner each field of view was carefully searched throughout the 
depth of the emulsion and there was considerable overlapping of the 
fields of view. The emulsions were !ilcanned in strips one field of 
view wide and 10 mm long. The scanning proceeded along the strip 
in the same direction as an acceptable tracko 
The selection criteria which were satisfied by all accepted 
tracks were as follows. 
1., All proton produced tracks must enter the emulsion at the top 
surface. 
2. The track must show a heavy ending in the emulsi®~ . ~ndieati.ng 
that the proton actually stopped there. 
3. The angle between the track and the emulsion surface must 
be from 0 to 25°• 
4. The track must make an angle of no more than 35° either way 
from the plane of the beam axis and the normal to the target foil. 
These criteria should suffice to eliminate the possibility of 
recording tracks which are produced by protons not originating in the 
target foil. The primary source of these background tracks was the 
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knock-on protons producea by the numerous neutrons present due to 
( ( , n) reactions. Criteria 1 and 2 seem to practically eliminate 
the possibility of any of these tracks being recorded. Another possible 
source of background tracks was the protons produced by ( o , p) 
reactions in brass or other nearby material struck by scattered x-rays. 
The majority of these tracks, however, would not b-e expected to satisfy 
conditions 3 and 4. To check on the background tracks d set of plates 
was exposed in the usual manner except that the target foil was remoV€d 
from the camera. On scanning these plates no more than two tracks per 
cm2 were found which satisfied all the selection criteria. This is a 
relatively insignificant background when compared to the track density 
in the plates from which data wer~ read. 
The following information was recorded for all tracks which 
satisfied the selection criteria. 
1. Reading of the stage indices. 
2. Track length in divisions along the reticle. 
3. Depth in microns to which the track penetrated the emulsion. 
4. Angle between track and plane of the beam axis and normal to 
the foil surface. 
VII. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 
Angular DistribQtion 
Introduction 
The statistical theory of photonuclear reactions may be subjected 
to numerous tests which should indicate its degree of validity. Since 
little or no angular asymmetry in the emitted particles is predicted 
by the statistical theory of photonucleq,r reactions, experimentally 
observed distributions having a high degree of asymmetry are in direct 
disagreement and, therefore, are of considerable interest. 
1n this experiment the angular distribution of protons emitted 
from tantalum and aluminum nuclei When exposed to bremartrahlung radia-
tion has been measured. Protons in three different energy intervals 
from each nucleus have been recorded in the photographic emulsions. 
These energy intervals were determined from the bremsstrahlung energy 
and absorber thickness as previously described. The proton track 
density in each of the nuclear plates served as an index to the relative 
number of protons emitted at the respective angles. In Figures 7 
through 12 the relative number of protons observed at various angles 
has been plotted on an arbitrary scale. In the case of aluminum 
exposed in bremsstrahlung radiation of 25 Mev and 40 Mev, observations 
were made for only the forward quadrants, while for the case of tantalum 
the 25° point has been omitted for all energies. Observations at 25° 
were rendered impossible by the background darkening of emulsions placed 
in this position. This background was due primarily to electron-
positron pairs which were created in the tantalum foil and moved 
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forward in a cone which intersected the emulsion in the 25° position. 
Du~ to a slight difference in the relative geometry of the emulsions at 
25°, 60P and 90°, a correction factor was applied to the observed 
track density. This correction factor was determined b,y a numerical 
integration of the expression for the solid angle subtended b,y each 
plate as a function of position on the target foilo As a result of 
this calculation the solid angle subtended by the emulsion at 600 
was found to be 3o2 per cent less than that at 25° and the solid 
angle subtended by the emulsion ~t 90° was 9o7 per cent less than at 25°. 
Tantalum 
The distribution of protons ebserved from tantalum in the interval 
from 0 to 19 Mev (Figure 7) can be represented by I = A B sin~8 where 
B/A a lo7o Apparently, a combination of an isotropic group of protons 
as predicted by the statistical theory and a group emitted with the 
angular dependence sin29 as predicted by Courant (3) comprise this 
distributiono As an indication of the relative numbers of particles 
one would expect to be emitted from a compound nucleus and emitted 
as a result of the direct interaction of a photon with a nucleon, the 
calculation of N2iN1 as given by Do Ce Peaslee (31) has been carried 
out for values of nucleon energy up to 65 Meve This application of 
Peasleeis method assumes that upon the interaction the entire incident 
photon energy is concentrated in a single nucleon which may be emit ted 
from the nucleus directly, or may suffer inelastic collisions in 
the nuclear material which result in the sharing of energy to form 
a compound nucleus. If these interactions are taking place at a con-
stant rate in bombarded nuclei the relative number of nuclei in op-
tical~ N1~ and compound, N2, states isg 
N2fN1 ; ( "'r'2/ '1- .1) (f) (6) 
The prompt emission of protons results from optical states$ and the 
emission of statistical protons rem~ts from the decay of compound 
states. Here /2 ~ 1:. / (2/3EoA1!3) is the mean life of the nucleus 
in the compound state and 1'1 :'>-jv is the mean life of an energetic 
particle moving through the nucleus without suffering a collision. 
The function~ f~ exp(- A Eo/15R)~ represents the number of particles ~ 
which, after suffering a co!lision in the nucleus 9 lead to a compound 
state. The mean free path A. is an average over _ihe slowing down process 
for the particle in the nucleus. The values of A given by Peaslee 
have been usedo The values of N~Nl for the tantalum nucleus indicate 
that for proton energies up to 19 Mev a£ m~r as 30 per cent could be 
emitt ed as the result of direct interaction. Since the compound nucleus 
can decay by numerous competing processes ~ and since there are many 
protons which may be scattered and yet not completely degraded, it 
appears that one can only say that same degree of asymmetry should 
should be observed in this energy region. 
For the distribution of protons emitted with an energy between 
18.6 and 28 Mev (Figure 8) considerably fewer are emitted isotropi cally, 
and for the best fit of I = A B sin2e to the experimental points one 
finds B/A = 8 . Since the statistical model predicts that very few 
protons will be emitted in this higher energy range one would assume 
I 
0 
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
FROM TANTALUM 25 mev. 
Ep a:(O TO 19) 
60° 90° 
DEGREES 
Figure 7. Angular Distribution of Protons from 
Tantalum Irradiated at 25 Mev. 
Experimental points shown by o • 
I = A + B sin2 e- shown by curve. 
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
TANTALUM 38 mev. 
Ep• ( 18.6 TO 29) 
Figure 8. Angular Distribution of Protons from 
Tantalum Irradiated at 38 Mev. 
Experimental points shown by 0 
• 
I = A ~ B sin2 ~ shown by curve. 
I 
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
TANTALUM e Mev. 
Ep• (27 TO 40) 
Figure 9. Angular Distribution of Protons from 
Tantalum Irradiated at 65 Mev. 
Experimental points shown by o • 
I • A + B sin2 e- shown by curve. 
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
ALUMINIUM 25 mev. 
Ep• (0 TO 17) 
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·'~--~'~---~'--~'~--~'~--~1~--~'~~ o 25 • so- 90• 12oe 1ee• 1eo• 
DEGREES 
Figure 10. Angular Distribution of Protons from 
Aluminum Irradiated at 25 Mev. 
Experimental points shown by o • 
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Plgure 11. 
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
ALUMINIUM 40 mev. 
Ep• ( 18.5 TO 30) 
Angular Distribut1on of Protons from 
Aluminum Irradiated at 40 Mev. 
Experimental points shown by o • 
I • · (ain &- • pcoa &- sin ~ )2 shown 
b7 curve. 
Figure 12. 
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
ALUMINIUM 65 mev. 
E p • ( 27 TO 4 3 ) 
Angular Distribution of Protons from 
Aluminum Irradiated at 65 Mev. 
Experimental points shown by o • 
2 I = (sine- ... pcos e- sin G- ) shown 
by curve. 
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that the vast majority of this group are the result of direct inter-
actions. Hence, it is consistent with theory that the ratio B/A ap-
proaches infinity for the group of protons emitted in the energy 
range from 27 to 40 Mev, which appears to . be the case if one is to 
realize the best fit to the experimental points. These observed 
values of B/A are as would be expected considering that statistical 
theory predicts many protons w±ll be emitted with energies up to 16 
Mev, but very few above. It appears, therefore, that at these energies 
the ( ~ ,p) processes occurring in the tantalum nucleus are explained 
by a combination of the statistical theory and the direct photoelectric 
theory of Courant. 
The calculated values of N2/Nl previously discussed indicate that 
for interactions involving sufficient energy to emit a proton having 
between 27 and 40 Mev, about 42 per cent of these interactions would 
result in the direct emission of a particle without the formation of 
an intermediate compound ~ucleus. For the cases in which a compound 
nucleus was formed, the reaction most probably resulted in the emission 
of one or more nucleons in the energy range from 5 Mev to 16 Mev which 
were stopped in the copper absorber and hence were unobserved. 
Aluminum 
In the case of protons emitted from aluminum it appears that one 
can attribute no d~finite asymmetry to those in the energy range from 
0 to 17 Mev (Figure 10)~ It must be assumed that the majority of these 
are emitted from a compound nucleus. Indeed, the statistical theory 
of Weisskopf predicts that maximum intensity of emitted protons will 
occur in an energy interval around 4 Mev with appreciable numbers 
having energies as high as 20 Mev. The calculations of Peaslee also 
predict that more than 90 per cent of the nucleons excited in this 
energy region will result in the formation of compound nuclei. 
A calculation has been made to determine approximately how many 
of the remaining 10 per cent will escape from the nucleus without 
suffering any collisions. The probability for escape of protons of 
energies up to 17 Mev from the aluminum nucleus with no collision 
varies from 5 to 9 per cent as the proton energy varies from 2 to 
17 Mev. Thus it is not surprising that no. appreciable asymmetry is 
observed at these energies. 
The angular distribution of protons in the energy range from 
16 to 28.5 Mev exhibits a definite asymmetry with the maximum number 
being emitted at approximately 60° to the direction of the photon 
beam axis (Figure 11). The observed experimental points may be fitted 
with a curve of the form I • (sin& +psine cose )2 as predicted 
by Schiff (32). (p is a constant to be adjusted.) 
The angular distribution of protons in the energy interval from 
27 to 43 Mev is similar to that in the interval from 16 to 28.5 Mevo 
In order that I = (sine + psine cos~ )2 best fit the experimental 
points it is found that p --: o. 7±0.1 for the interval from 16 to 28.5 
Mev, and p • 0.6i0.2 for the interval from 27 to 43 Mev. Schiff points 
out that the distribution I • (sine + psine cose )2 arises from 
. ·-" t. .. . .. 
. " .. 
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interference between proton wave func~ions resulting from dipole and 
quadrupole interactions with the nucleuso Levinger and Bethe (10) 
have made calculations predicting that the interaction of photons with 
nucleons takes place predominantly by electric dipole transitions 
with perhaps 6 per cent of the reactions occurring as electric quadru-
pole t~ansitions. Using the expression for the cross section given 
by Schiff (Equation 7) and the value p, one can arrive at an experi-
mental value of the' ratio ~ /~ o 
o;(e;)::. srnJf6j +-'(S"rt;;f'q_)Ya.cosbcoss +tS"qq_ cosP-~J (7) 
In equation 7 S is the scattering phase shift angle which is small at 
these energies so cos$ may be set equal to one. Equation 7 may be 
rewritten as follows: 
4' {8) = v~ /?"8 + (~( tc.os 8- sil1 e);;._ (8) 
Comparing Equation 8 to the observed distribution (Equation 9), Equation 
10 may be obtainedo 
. )~ I== ( ,s/Yit; f p!'tn~ cos 9 (9) 
v =- a /a:; (10) 
The following values for O'i /~ were calculated from Equation 10. 
L For p = 0. 7± O.lg G /~ = 0.098 with an error off 0.0.3 
and ~0.026 for emitted protons of 16 to 28.5 Mev corresponding to a 
maximum quantum energy of 40 Mev. 
2. For p • 0.6 0.2: oct. /p; lil 0.072 wi t.h an error of .f-0.056 
and -0.04 for emitted protons of- 27 to 4.3 Mev corresponding to a 
maximum quantum energy of 65 Mev. 
The values of the error on p were determined by the values of p 
at which the curve of Equation 9 lay outside the root mean square devi-
ation of more than one 6£ the experimental points. With this uncertainty 
in p one can say only that these values of the ratio are compatible 
with those predicted by theory. Information on the exposures and results;~ 
has been summarized in Table 1. 
From the calculated values of N2fNl one would expect from 1/6 to 
1/2 of all reactions to result in the direct emission of a nucleon 
from an aluminum nucleus excited between 24 and 50 Mev which is the 
excitation necessary for the emission of 16 to 4.3 Mev protons. The 
observed angular distribution will be somewhat smeared out by nuclear 
scatterings through small angles. The observed distr.ibution will 
alB~ be affected by a forward shift due to the momentum of the photon 
and by the tendency to observe more high energy protons in the forward 
directiono The first effect is not important since it amounts to a 
shift of less than 5o in the proton directi on at these energies. 
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Table le 
Data on Exposurese 
Target 
Materiai Synchrotron Energy of Observe_9. Absorber 
and E<=~~ -:·T ProtOns.. Asymmetry Used Thickness Recorded {mg/cm2 
{mg/ cm2) (Mev) of Cu) 
Al~ 29 25 0 to 17 none none 
Al- 76 40 16 to 28o5 P: Oo?t Ool 520 
Al - 150 65 27 to 43 p :: Oo6J:-Oo2 1253 
Ta - 264 25 0 to 19 B/A fii lo7 none 
Ta - 420 38 18o6 to 28 B/A:. • 8 679 
Ta - 840 65 27 to 40 B/A 111 tP 1253 
The secon4 ~f~~ as described by Levinger {23) for the deuteron 
photoeffect favors protons emitted forward, since these protons were 
produced by lower energy photons than were protons of the same energy 
that were emitted in the backward directiono 
(11) 
Considering the decrease in the bremsstrahlung spectrum and in the 
cross section for the photoeffect with increasing photon energy ~ this 
effect is comparable, in the case of the deuteron photoeffect~ to the 
forward shift of protons due to the interference between the dipole 
and quadrupole interactiono In heavier nuclei this effect becomes much 
less important due to the energy of the quasi~euteron in the nucleus 
and the effect of the remainder of the nucleus on the two nucleon 
model. From the qualitative discussion of this effect by Levinger 
it appears that it will be unimportant for aluminum nuclei at the 
energies involvedo 
In the angular distributi on given by Levinger {23) and Austern 
(33) for photodisintegration of the deuteron there is l i ttle or no 
symmetric portion predicted. For the photoeffect in a heavier nucleus 
there is~ of course~ a symmetric group of prot ons whi ch accounts for 
nearly all protons observed below 17 Mev from aluminumo For protons 
observed in the higher energy r ange 9 from 16 to 28.5 Mev in particular 9 
there certainly must be a small group of isotropically distributed 
protons. From Figure 11 it appears t hat the line through the poi nts 
will not intersect zero at oo as would be the case i f no isotropic 
group were present . The int ercept at oo is low~jhowever 9 indicating 
a small proportion of isotropically distribut ed prot ons above 16 Mev 
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which is to be expected since the statistical model predicts very few 
protons will be emitted above this energy. It thus appears that a com-
bination of the statistical model and the two nucleon direct interaction 
model of Levinger is required to explain the (~ 9p) processes in 
aluminum nuclei at these energieso 
Energy Distribution 
Range-energy curves 
In order to arrive at accurate values for proton energies in ~his 
experiment, it is essential that the stopping power of the material 
through which the protons have passed be well knowno The materials 
of interest are photographic emulsion~ aluminum9 tantalUJI! and copper. 
The range-energy relation for protons in emulsion was obtained from 
experi mental values as previously deqcribedo Aluminum and tantalum 
were of interest since they comprised the targets which were of consider-
able thickness. Thus it~ necessary to know the stopping power of 
these materials if one is to determine the manner in which the obs~r\red 
ener g!y distributions were modified by the thick target o It was also 
necessary to know the stopping power. of the copper absorber uced to 
slow down the high e~rgy protonso Values of dE/dR and toual range 
as a .functi:on af'a:tergy ~ been calculated for aluminum, tantalum and 
coppero For thib chlculation the L values (Fi~Jre 13) of Lindhard 
and Scharff (34) were used in the following formula. 
(12) 
It appears that this .should give rather accurate range values. 
since the function L shown in Figure 13 was constructed of a series 
of experimental points all of which fall very near the line o The 
calculated range-energy curves for aluminum~ copper and tantalum are 
shown in Figures 14~ 15 and 16~ respectively. The multiple scattering 
of protons in penetrating the copper absorbers has been calculated and 
found to be unimportant for protons having a res~ual energy of more 
than 2 Mevo Since this will affect only the first point of the energy 
distribution curves, it will be disregardedo 
Tanta1um 
Another indication as to the energy range and type of nuclei for 
which the statistical theor,y of photonuclear reactions is valid is 
the comparison of observed particle energy distributions with those 
distributions calculated using the statistical methode 
The theoretical en~rgy distribution of protons emitted from excited 
tantalum nuclei has been calculated using the following formulao 
I(~) a fTC f~(E) (13) 
Here ~ represents the .penetration function of protons through the 
coulomb barrier of tantalumo For this function the capture cross 
.I 
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Figure 13. The Function L versus X as Given by Lind-
hard and Scharff (34). 
(vo =-~-) 
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section £or the invese process givec by Blatt and Weisskopf {35) was used 
(Figure 17) .. The energy level density OJ. l. ............ ;;,J.dual n ... - '- nuc.Luu ... 
as a ~motion o£ its residual energy (E) is represented by WR.{E)""exp 
(2 (11E)~Jand ~ is the energy of the e:mittf d prot ono ::n order to calculate 
the anergy distribution expected f:rom nuc.Lei excited wi th t he synchrotron, 
the bremsstrahl~~g distribUtion of Schiff was used along wi t h t he (ir,p) 
cross section o£ lead (Fig-are 18) as reported by Cameron, .Harms and 
Katz (36) .. Since the shape of the calculated energy distribution o£ 
protons is rather insensitive to the (11' ,p) cross section used, it 
appears that the known Pb ( \"' ,p) cross section i s satisfactory., To 
justifY this the proton energy distribution from tantalum was calculated 
using a ( ~ 3 p) cress section in the form of a del ta f tu1ction at 20 Mev 
and also at 30 Mev as well as the Pb( ~ ,p) cross secti on. Even £or this 
extreme case the energy o£ the pea.ii: value o£ the three curves di££ered 
by no more than 1 Mev ru~d the shape was not noticeabl y changedo 
The e£fective nuclear radius wh~ch e.Dters into the above calculation 
thr oue,h the value of the penetration function is not well known so the 
calculations have been caiTied out for the two values of r o 1.3 x 
lo-13 and r 0 = lo5 x 10~13 cmo The energy distribution o£ protons thus 
calculated was shown in Figure 1o In o1~er that this cal culated curve 
mieht be compared directly with the experjmantally observed distribution 
it was modi£ied to represent protons origi .. mting throughout t he volume of 
a thick targeto This correction for target thickness was appr oximated 
by assmning the target was a composite of six equ&l l ayer s and assuming 
that one-sixth of the protons originated at the center of each l ayero 
A£ter find~ng the de~·adation of the energy of each of the six groups 
of protons by all of the material wlach they were required t o penatrate 
to reach the surface of the target material, they were recombin~ to 
form a composite which could be compared with the experiment ally-: observed 
distributiono After the correction for the target thickness was made 
the two distributions differed very little so in order t o avoid ·undue 
crowding of the fig"J.re.? only the distribution using r 9 ~ L 3 ' x l0-13 is 
showno This calculated distribution along with exper~ental points is 
given in Figure 19o 
To arrive at an experimental energy dis-tribution of the emitted 
protons each observed proton track _satisfying the select i on cr iter i a 
was measured as described previouslyo Using the length of the tracks 
in emulsion and.the range-energy relation which has been discussed , the 
energy of the particle producing each track could be determined. The 
protons were then divided into 1 Mev intervals and in the cases where 
absorbers were used a calculated range-energy curve for protons 'in · 
copper was used to determine the average energy of protons in each 
interval before they passed through the absorbero For prot ons recorded 
behind absorbers the observed energy was corrected by adding the energy 
lost in penetrating half of the target foil thick..ness . Due t o the 
change in the stopping power of the absorbers with the particle energy 
the 1 Mev intervals were considerably distorted by correction t o the 
true energy. In order that the ordinate of each point which was 
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A • ro•l.5x lo-13cm. 
B• ro = 1.3xlo-13 cm. 
Figure 17. Capture Cross Section for Protons by the 
Hafnium Nucleus from Blatt and Weisskopf (35). 
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Figure 18. Pb { r ,p) Cross Section Reproduced from 
Cameron, Harms and Katz (36). 
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Figure 19. Comparison of the Proton Energy Distribu-
tion from Tantalum Irradiated at 25 Mev 
and the Distribution Calculated from the 
Statistical Model. / 
Curve A is the calculated distribution 
normalized to enclose the same area as the 
experimental points. 
Curve B is the calculated distribution 
normalized to fit the low energy experi-
mental points. 
Experimental points are shown by o • 
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originally proportional to the number of tracks in a 1 Mev interval 
might still represent the number of tracks in the adjusted interval, 
a normalization factor was applied to the ordinate of each point. This 
factor was inversely proportional to the adjusted width of its respective 
interval. These renormalized points which represented the number of 
protons observed in intervals varying from 0.2-1.0 Mev wide were then 
combined into points representing intervals approximately 1 Mev wide. 
The calculation of the theoretical proton energy distribution 
results in a curve whose shape is significant~ but the question of 
normalization remains. In Figure 19 the top curve represents the calcu~ 
lated distribution hormalized to enclose an area equal to the area under 
the histogram of the experimental points. The lower curve represents 
the calculated distribution normalized to fit the experimental points 
at low energies. This lower normalization was used because the large 
angular asymmetry observed in this proton group leads one to feel that 
only a fraction of the emitted protons results from the decay of a com~ . 
pound nucleus. 
Since the low energy protons are less likely to be emitted as a 
result of direct interactions it appears that one should attempt to 
compare the distribution calculated using the statistical model with 
the low energy experimental points.. .Assuming the area under the calcu-
lated curve thus normalized represent's the number of protons emitted 
from a compound nucleus and the area above this curve and under the 
experimental points represents the protons emitted by direct interactions~ 
one finds these areas to be nearly equal, indicating that about half of 
the protons in this energy interval result from dir~ct interactions. 
In the previous section the angular distribution of this group of pro-
tons was discussed and it was found that the ratio B/~had a value of 
about 1.7. This would indicate that a larger portion of the protons 
results from direct interactions but since the proper normalization of 
the calculated curve is quite uncertain and B/A must be determined by 
fitting the function I= A+B sin2~ to the experimental points~ these 
values do not appear to be in serious disagreement. 
For the protons emitted from the target material with high kinetic 
energies~ the copper absorbers previously described were sufficient to 
stop almost all the protons which one would expect to be· emitted from 
compound nuclei. Thus the majority of protons recorded in the emulsions 
with the absorbers in place might be expected to result from direct 
interactions of photons with nucleons. The observed distribution of 
high energy protons from tantalum is given in Figures 20 and 21. The 
solid line drawn through the exper iment al points is proportional to 
E-6.5 for protons from 19 to 28 Mev and to E-7~5 for protons from 27 
to 40 Mev. 
Aluminum 
For protons from aluminum the experimental energy distribution 
was plotted in the same manner as described above for the case of 
tantalum. The theoretica.I:.·energy dist ribution of protons from aluminum 
exposed in 25 Mev bremsstrShlung r adiation has been calculated by the 
IS.C-291 
formula of Weisskopf using the values given by Heidmann and Bethe (37) 
for the penetration function of protons t hrough the barrier of the 
residual magnesium nucleus and the energy level density of this nucleus. 
These values give a l evel density which increases a bit more rapidly 
than the experimental data would l ead one to believe that it should. 
However, the experimental da~ is rather sparse and, therefore~ in-
conclusive, The Al ( "(' ,p) cross section' of Mann ·and Halpern was used 
in this cal~uation along with the photon energy distribution of 
Schiff. This calculated curve along wi t h the experimental points is 
shovr.n in Figure 22. The calculated curve was normalized to enclose 
the same area as the experimental pointso Wit h this normalization 
the agreement between the calculat ed curve and the experimental points 
is excellent~ This would lead one to believe that no angular asymmetry 
should be observed in this group of prot ons which in fact was the case 
as mentioned in the previous sectiono 
For the higher energy protons from aluminum, those in the range 
from 16 to 28o5 Mev were recorded in emulsions behind an absorber of 
76 mg/cm2 of copper, and for t he group from 27 to 43 Mev , 150 mg/cm2 
of copper was used. The energy distribution of protons observe4 in 
these ranges is shown in Figures 23 and 24, respectivelyo The experi-
mental points were prepared in the same manner as in the case of tanta-
lumo From the solid line drawn t hrough the experimental points one 
finds that in the range from 16 to 28. 5 Mev the number of protons ob-
served is proportional to E~6 and in t he r ange from 27 to 43 Mev the 
number of protons observed is proportional to E-7o 
Proton Yields 
The 8 0 hour activity induced in t ant alum metal by the Tal81 
( ~ ,n) Tai80 reaction was used to monitor the x-ray dosage used in 
the exposure of .all emulsionso Although this long activity is e~cellent 
for integrating the total exposure, the 10 mi nute activity of au.62 
would be preferable as a monitor since the eu63 ( ~ ,n) cu62 cross 
section is well known. In order that the eu63 ( t ,n) Cu02 cross section 
might be used as a standard , sampl es of copper and tantalum were 
irradiated simultaneously and the rat i o of the induced activity 
corrected to saturation was used to convert the meas~ed tantalum 
activity to the equivalent copper activity ~ 
Before the absolute value for yield point s or the ( ~ ,p) cross 
sections involved in this experiment could be determined it was neces-
ary to know both the counter geometry in whi ch the monitor s were counted 
and the camera geometry in which the emulsions were exposedo The 
effective solid angle subtended by the emulsions at the target was 
found by integrating ~ 9(~JC.) J,. tt.r over t he surface of the target and 
dividing by the target areae Here ~ and e are t he angl es subtended 
by the emulsion at the position (x, y) on the tar geto The angle¢ is 
a function of y, but it varies over a very small range as y varies 
from its minimum to its maximum value and hence ~ has been assumed 
I 
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PROTON ENERGY (mev) 
Figure 20. Energy Distribution of Protons from 
Tantalum Irradiated at 38 Mev. 
The curve represents E-6.5. 
Experimental points are shown by o • 
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Energy Distribution of Protons from 
Tantalum Irradiated at 65 Mev. 
The curve represents E-7.5. 
Experiments 1 points are shown by o • 
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Figure 22. Comparison of the Proton Energy Distribu-
tion from Aluminum Irradiated at 25 Mev 
and the Distribution Calculated from the 
Statistical Model. 
The curve represents the calculated distribu-
tion normalized to enclose the same area 
as the experimental points. 
Experimental points are shown by o • 
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Figure 23. Energy D1stribution of Protons from 
Aluminum Irradiated at 40 Mev. 
The curve represents E-6. 
Experimental points are shown by o 
• 
I 
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Figure 24. Energy Distribution of Protons from 
Aluminum Irradiated at 65 Mev. 
The curve represents E-7. 
EXperimental points are shown by o • 
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constant., The angle G(x) can be written as 
8 (x) Iii: tan-1 d -1 
_-tan __.s_ 
LtBx A+Bx 
(14) 
where d, A and B are distances and functions of angles determi ned by 
the camera qonstructione Since the illuminated area of the target is 
an ellipse having the dimensions of a = 1.,06 em and b =2o.~pm~ the 
limits of integration on y were 0 to ~2(b2/a)x - (b2/a )x~ and on x 
were 0 to 2.,12o The integration has been carried out graphically. 
In this manner the absolute geometry of the 900 emulsion was found to 
be 0.000947 steradians/cm2 of emulsion and for the other positions 
this value was modified by the relative geometry factors previously 
mentioned. 
The counter geometry along with other factors such as absorption 
in air and the self absorption of copper has been determined by measuring 
the counting rate in a particular geometry of a sample of a known amount 
of eu63 after being irradiated with a known dose of btemsstrahlung 
radiation at a known energy and comparing this to the · total ·activity 
present as read from the eu63 ( ~ ,n) Cu02 activation curve of~ Johns, 
Katz, Douglas and Haslam (38) .. Since the energy of the Iowa State 
College synchrotron is not known accurately at the present time, it 
was suggested that the ratio of the activity resulting from the , ( ~ ,n) 
reaction in c12 and the ( ~ ~n) reaction in eu63 would serve to determine 
this energy quite accurately at one point., This is possible in view 
of the fact that the effective c12 ( l',n) threshold is 21.7 Mev and the 
activation curve rises rather steadily for the next few Mev ··while the 
activation curVe for cu63 ( l' ,n) cu62 is quite flat in the region 
from 22 to 28 Mevo Thus the measured ratio of activities in this 
region should give a nearly straight line which can be extrapolated 
back to 0 and should intersect at ~~ effective energy of 21.,7 Mev., In 
Figure 25 the solid line has been drawn through the experimental values 
of this activity ratio and found to intersect 0 at 21.,9 Mevo Thus for 
the proper intercept, the energy of all points must be decreased by Oo2 
Mev as represented by the dashed line. Using this correction to the 
energy ~etting of the synchrotron the geometry factor was determined 
at 21.8 Mev, 23o6 Mev, 25o5 Mev and 27o3 Mev and found to be 2o43 with 
the maximum deviation of any determination being Oo06. The values of 
absolute activity from the activation curve for eu63 ( ~ ,n) eu62 used 
in determining this geometry factor are given in Table 2o 
With the counter geometry factor and the equivalent copper counting 
rate per mole of cu63 of the monitors, corrected to saturation at 0 time, 
the total ~umber of neutrons per mole of cu63 emitted by the eu63 ( t' ,n) Cu62 reaction had the target been copperl' can be determined o 
Likewise from the value of the camera geometry and the number of proton 
tracks observed in a known volume of emulsion~ the total number of 
protons emitted by ( ~ ~p) reactions in the irradiated target may be 
determined., 
... 
~ 
' = u 
P1gure 25. 
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PHOTON ENERGY (mtv) 
ll 62 Ratio of C to cu Activity Induced 
by Bremsstrahlung Radiation. 
Dashed curve is corr·ttcted to c12 ( -r .n) 
threshold. ~xperimental points are 
shown by o • 
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The value of the ratio of the number of protons per mole of 
target material to the number of neutrons per mole of eu63 for each 
of the various exposures is given in Table 3. Some information on 
cross section values for the ( ~ ,p) reaction may also be obtained from 
this data~ Due to the fact that protons having energies as high as 
the maximum photon energy less the proton binding energy were not ob-
served for the two exposures at 65 Mev, the cross sections obtained at 
65 Mev will represent onl¥ an upper limit. Values have been calculated 
for the integrated ( a" ,p) cross section for the region in which the 
photon and emitted proton energies are such that the nucleus cannot 
be left in an excited level higher than the neutron threshold. Thus 
it is not possible that the observed proton is from a (~ ,pn) reactiono 
These maximum cross sections along with the energy ranges over which 
they were calculated are given in Table 3. For these cross sections 
the bremsstrahlung distribution calculated by Schiff's formula has been 
used. Normalization of the bremsstrahlung distribution was accomplished 
py using the eu63 ( ?f\ ,n) eu62 cross section curve of Johns, Katz, 
Douglas and H~slam and the actual number of emitted neutrons from cop-
per as calculated from the monitor activity. In spite of the inaccuracy 
of these cross sections they do seem to indicate that these cr,ass 
sections are quite small at high energies. 
Maximum 
Photon 
Energy 
(Mev) 
21.8 
23.6 
25e5 
27.3 
Table 2. 
Experimental Determination of Counting Geometry. 
Counting 
Rate* 
1.,046 X 108 
1.096 X 108 
L134 X 108 
L103 X 108 
Saturation 
Activity ** 
2.49 X 108 
2.66 X 108 
2.74 X 108 
2.77 X 108 
* The counting rate is expressed in dis/min/100r/min/mol eu63, 
**The saturation activity is expressed in dis/min/lOOr/mol cuo3. 
Geometry 
Factor 
2.38 
2.43 
2.42 
2.49 
... 
r--l 
0'\ 
(\J 
I 
~ Table 3 
H 
Proton to Neutron Yield Ratios 
JE~ 
Energy of T t Amount Energy Range Ratio C5'" ( ~ P)tAE ~ E2 Irradiation Ma~ge. 1 of Target of Protons p/mol E,( '11 ' ( ) a er~a . Observed 
n/mol cu63 
m~ ~-
Mev Mater~a1 barns) (moles) (Mev) 
25 A1 Oc0017 0-17 0.30 ± 0.02 
I 40 A1 0,.0028 16-28.5 Oo034 ! 0.002 0.50 32 40 
'-() 
Lf' 65 Al o.oo56 27-43 OG0084 :!: 0.0010 (.0.014 57 65 
25 Ta Oo0022 0-19 0.062 ! Oo006 
38 Ta 0.0037 18.6-28 o.oo62 :t o.ooo5 0.080 30 38 
65 Ta 0.0075 27-40 0.0045 ! 0.0004 <.'Oo0048 57 65 
The error on the cross section values given is expected to be no more than a factor of two. 
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Table 4. 
Scanning Data for Some Representative Emulsions. 
Target Energy of Position Area Number of 
Material Irradiation of Emulsion Scanned Tracks 
(Mev) (degrees) (mm2) Observed 
Al 25 25 73 355 
Al 25 60 73 367 
Al 25 90 73 324 
Al 40 25 124 105 
Al 40 60 124 332 
A1 40 90 124 219 
Ta 25 60 45 80 
Ta 25 90 80 160 
Ta 25 120 40 71 
Ta 25 155 65 61 
Ta 38 60 245 79 
Ta 38 90 360 120 
Ta 38 120 215 68 
Ta 38 155 205 24 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
From the experimentally observed data it is possible to draw some 
conclusions as to the validity of the different processed by which 
photonuclear reactions may take place. The two models which appear 
to apply to photo-processes in aluminum are the statistical theory of 
Weisskopf and the two , nucleon direct:i interaction theory of Levinger. 
1. The statistical theory of pnotonuclear reactions predicts 
an energy and angular distribution for~the emitted protons which is 
in close agreement with the observed distributions and, therefore, 
can satisfactorily account for protons having energies of less than 
17 Mev. 
2. Protons emitted with energies of more than 27 Mev are observed 
to have an angula.: distribution which is in agreement with that pre-
dicted by the direct interaction model of Levinger. The absence of an 
appreciable number of isotropically distributed protons indicates that 
the statistical model is not valid at these energies. 
3. Protons emitted with energies between 17 and 27 Mev must be 
considered to be in a transition region and can be accounted for only 
by considering the two models to be of comparative importanceo 
4. The degree of angular asymmetry observed for protons above 17 
Mev i~~icates that the ratio C1'f fOJ for the direct interaction is in 
reasonable agreement with the theoretical value of 0.06 given by Levinger 
and Betheo 
From the observations on tantalum it is also possible to form-
ulate some conclusions concerning the relative validity of two different 
models for photonuclear reactionso The direct interaction model con-
sidered in the case of tantalum is the one discussed by Couranto It 
predicts a different angular distribution for the emitted protons than 
the theory of Levinger which seems to apply in the case of aluminumo, 
lo The statistical theory and the direct interaction theory of 
Courant appear to be of comparable importance in explaining the protons 
emitted from tantalum with energies up to 27 Mevo This is indicated 
by the observed angular distribution which is composed of an isotropic 
portion and a portion having a sine squared distribution~ Additional 
evidence that many low energy protons are the result of direct inter-
actions may be obtained from the experimental energy distribution whieh 
shows an excess of protons over that predicted by the statistical modele 
Although there may be a group of very low energy protons resulting 
entirely from the decay of compo~md states 9 this experiment was not 
designed for the investigation of the energy range in which this group 
would occur. 
2o The angular distribution of protons emitted from tantalum 
with energies in excess of 27 Mev appears to have no i sotropic portion 
thus indicating that these protons are due entirely to direct inter-
actions of photons with nucleonso The observed distribution has a sine 
squared shape as predicted ty the direct interaction model of Couranto 
IX. SUMMARY 
Protons produced by x-ray irradiation of tantalUm and aluminum 
foils have been investigated using Ilford C-2 500~ nuclear emulsions. 
Each track observed in the emulsion was checked against four selection 
criteria and for those which were satisfactory the position~ depth and 
len~h were recorded. The emulsions were exposed at 25°, 60°, 90° 1 120~ and 155° to the direction of the collimated x-ray beam and with 
maximum x-ray energies of 25, 40 and 65 Mev for aluminum and 25~ 38, and 
65 Mev for tantalum. 
The track density in each plate was corrected for relative geometry 
and used as an indication o~ the relative number of protons emitted at 
that angle. In the case of' "tantalum the angUlar distribution thus 
obtained has been plotted and compared to the function I :: A+ B sin2 S o 
Using the best f it of this function to the experiment al pointso 
B/A • 1.7 for the exposure at 25 Mevs B/A ~ 8 for the exposure at 38 
Mev and B/A ~Of:) for the exposure at 65 Mevo For aluminum the function 
I = ( sinc9 + psin e cos e ) 2 plus a constant portion was fitted to the 
experimental points. The constant portion comprised the entire group 
for the 25 Mev ·exposure while for the 40 Mev exposure p : 0.6* 0.2o 
From the known range~energy relation for protons in emulsion the 
·, 
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energy distribution of emitted protons has been determined. These 
experimental points have been plotted and in the case of low energy 
protons where no intervening abs orber was used, the distribution 
predicted by the statistical theory of photonuclear reactions has 
been superimposed.. For aluminum the theoretical curve fits the experi-
mental points quite well when normalized to enclose the same area .. 
Since the fit was not good far tantalum, the theoretical curve has 
been plotted twice. In one ease it has been normalized to enclose 
the same area as the experimental points while in the other it has 
been normalized so that the leading edge approximately fits the experi-
mental points. For higher energy protons observed beh i nd absorbers 
the relative number of observed protons has been plotted against the 
corrected proton energy. The observed numbeb of protons was found to 
de crease with increasing proton energy as E- .5 for protons from 19 
to 28 Mev, as E-7.5 for protons from 27 to 40 M~v from tantalum, and 
as E-6 for protons from 16 to 28.5 Mev, as E-7 for. protons from 27 to 
43 Mev from aluminum. 
From the calculated geometry in which the emulsion were exposed 
and the observed track density the following yield points were deter-
mined. The value of (p/mole Al) to (n/mole cu63) for aluminum was 
found to be 0 .. 30:J:.0.02 for irradiation at 25 Mev, 0.034~ 0 .. 002 for 
irradiation at 40 Mev and 0.0084*-0.0010 for irradi~tion at 65 Mev. 
For tantalum the value of (p/mol e Ta) to (n/mole Cu 3) was found to be 
0 .062*-0.006 for irradiation at 25 Mev,0.,0062::1= 0.0005 for irradiation 
at 38 Mev and 0.0045±0.0004 for irradiation at 65 Mev. 
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